tug-a-truck

SATURDAY, AUGUST 13
7:30PM
~~~
DURING THE MERCER COUNTY FAIR!
~~~
$5 ADMISSION • $15 PIT PASSES
SPONSORED BY
GRIER’S POWER DIGGING, LLC
& SCHOTT CONSTRUCTION

100% Pay Back Per Class
CLASSES: 5,500 LBS. - 6,500 LBS.
OPEN CLASS /7,500 LBS.

GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS
1. No alcoholic beverages or glass containers will be allowed on the fairgrounds.
2. No firearms, knives or any concealed weapons are allowed on the fairgrounds.
3. All decisions made by the race officials are final.
4. All trucks will be inspected and approved by local law enforcement.

RULES FOR 5,500 LBS. - 6,500 LBS. CLASSES
1. Driver to be weighed with the truck.
2. Truck can be occupied by as many people as there are factory seat belts to hold them!
3. No higher than 30 inches from the ground to top of all hitches if clevis is used 30 inches to the top of the pin.
4. All weight must be secured.
5. During the event, drivers are to watch the Start/Stop Lights.
   If one of the drivers should jerk the other driver intentionally, that driver will be disqualified. This is for safety.
   No driver can open door while hooked or you will be disqualified.
6. Pit crew cannot be on track or driver will be disqualified.
7. If a truck is illegal during or after pull, the truck and driver will be disqualified.
8. Truck transmission must be in neutral or park while the strap is being hooked and unhooked.
   Do not engage transmission until directed to move by official.
9. Tired DOT approved for daily highway use.
10. No Nitrous Oxide or Super Chargers allowed.

RULES FOR OPEN CLASS /7,500 LBS.
ANY RUBBER TIRE VEHICLE CAN ENTER THIS CLASS THAT HAS A 30-INCH HITCH HEIGHT
THING ELSE GOES!!!!

FOR MORE INFO PLEASE CONTACT NICK GRIER 419.305.9007 OR